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Title of Walk Llentrisca summit

Location of Start (include name of nearest 
village/town at start of description)

Es Cubells
On the PM803.1 at its highest point between Es 
Cubells and Cala d'Hort.

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 5.5

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 230

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

1.5hr
2.25hr

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

M/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:   38.879591,   Long:    1.247044 

Directions to Start From Ibiza town head W on the PM803 as far as Sant 
Josep and here at a marked junction turn L towards Es
Cubells.  This road leads straight to the sea so take 
care to watch for the R turn towards Cala d'Hort and 
proceed until near the top of the pass.  Here find a 
large parking area just by a broad track on the L.

Short walk description Although quite a short walk this possibly has the best 
views from the island with Es Vedra – a rocky stack – 
in sight behind you for most of the outward journey.  
Best done this way around as descending your ascent 
route would be hazardous.

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

From your parked car walk along the road cresting the rise and starting to walk downhill.

The second left track is marked with a No Through Road sign but this is where you go.

Follow this past a small casita with many barking dogs (who did no damage other than 
intimidate in 2017!!).

Now continue past a semi ruined building  and the track narrows to reach a viewpoint 
overlooking the cliffs and Es Vedra out in the sea.

260m, 3.5min

1.3km, 19min

Remember that you use these walk guides at your own risk.  Take precautions and if unsure – turn back!
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At this point you have gone too far (!!) so retrace your steps a matter of 20m or so to 
find a thin track now rising on your RHS between juniper bushes and once through these
the path is much clearer.

Follow this up always quite close to the RH edge with fantastic views over the edge and 
behind you.

It is very steep but eventually you move slightly L avoiding the cliffs and tackle the final 
ascent to reach the summit.

Soak up the views and continue a few metres more to reach a trig point.

Now the path descends and a few metres lower ignore the fainter path L at a fork and 
continue nearer the edge.

Eventually this moves L, crosses a deep barranco and emerges at a clearing with parked 
camper can and general encampment materials.

Walk a few metres through this and turn L onto a track.

Drop down a few metres to join a much broader track and here turn L.

Ignore a fork L and continue to also ignore a turn R just after some dwellings on the 
RHS.

Curve around to the RHS and across a junction and immediately over a deep barranco 
and soon arrive at your parked car.

2.2km, 39min

2.9km, 53min

Walk Recommendations or restrictions Tough climb to summit on slightly exposed path

See map below..............

Remember that you use these walk guides at your own risk.  Take precautions and if unsure – turn back!



Route followed is outlined in Red.

Es Vedra is the biggest (and W'most) of these offshore islands

Remember that you use these walk guides at your own risk.  Take precautions and if unsure – turn back!


